Computer glitch fouls up registration for students

by Marla DeSilva

About 600 students, 200 of them seniors scheduled to graduate in May 93, did not receive their registration notices this month due to a computer error, said Acting Registrar William Welsch. As a result, when registration began on Tuesday, many students had to wait up to two hours on lines beginning at Rm. 126 in the Student Center and out into the Student Center Quad.

The error stems from a computer program which has been used for the past four years and is designed not to receive new beds, desks, chairs, wardrobes, lounge furniture, and for the furniture that will be receiving new cards, Welsch said. Letters were sent out informing these students to pick up a registration card at the Office of the Registrar by Friday, Oct. 9. Some students however, like Mark Panelli, received the letter late while others did not get one at all.

"It doesn't surprise me. It's expected from this school," said Panelli, 21, a math major.

Many students said the process of getting the registration cards was time consuming, like theater major Jill Appelbaum, 20, who had to wait 20 minutes on line.

"I'm annoyed. They messed up big time," said Appelbaum. Assistant Registrar Denise DeBlasio said every year two ads are sent out to The Montclarion but neither of them were printed, DeBlasio said.

"It's late but at least the underclassmen might benefit from it," said DeBlasio.

"The problem may have resulted due to the fact that the free announcement was erroneously sent to the executive board," said editor-in-chief Kevin Coligan admitted to the error and said it would be printed this week.

It's expected that it probably will be completely moved in by early next week, and it is quicker than it can be installed," said Cantrell.

The lobby is being used as storage space for the furniture that will be going into approximately 300 rooms which house about 600 people.

According to Sherrill Cantrell, director of Bohn Hall, the plan is to get all of the beds in the rooms before they start moving the rest of the furniture in.

The reason for all of the furniture being in Blanton Hall's lobby is because, "The furniture is being received quicker than it can be installed," said Cantrell.

It is being placed inside of Blanton Hall because there is no storage space available in Bohn Hall to store all of the furniture.

Cantrell says that the beds should be completely moved in by early next week, and it is expected that it probably will not be until the end of the semester that the rooms in Bohn Hall are completely furnished.

One reason for the big delay is that there is use of only one of the elevators in the fifteen story building.

According to Cantrell, it has been between 15-20 years since Bohn Hall has received new furniture and the reason for getting new furniture is due to simple wear and tear.

Cantrell was involved in picking out the color scheme of the furniture.
There will be a seminar entitled “Getting into Graduate School”, which will discuss the policies of applying for Graduate work. It will be held Monday, Oct. 19, from 2-3 p.m. in the Student Center Annex, room 106.

On Oct. 20, from 2-3 p.m. in room 106 of the Student Center Annex there will be a seminar entitled “What can you do with your major?” It is designed to inform students what jobs are available after they graduate.

There will be a resume witing seminar held on Tuesday, Oct. 20, from 1-2:30 p.m. in the Student Center, room 417.

On Thursday, Oct. 22 from 6-7 p.m. there will be a seminar on Job Hunting Tactics. It will be held in room 106 in the Student Center Annex.

As part of Homecoming ’92 Beauty and the Beast will be shown at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. on Thursday Oct. 15 in the Student Center Ballrooms.

On Friday, Oct. 16, at 7 p.m. in lot 25 the Annual Homecoming Pep Rally will be held. Immediately following at 7:30 Alpha Phi Omega will sponsor the Bonfire. The 10 finalists in the Homecoming King and Queen contest will be announced then. Also between 8-9:30 p.m. Hayrides will be sponsored by TKE. Finally between 10 p.m. and 2 a.m. floatbuilding for the parade will be held in lots 22 and 23.

The Homecoming Parade will start at 12 p.m., the preliminary float reviewing by the judges will occur at 11 a.m.

On Saturday, Oct. 17 at 7 p.m. the Homecoming Football game against William Patterson will be held, with a fireworks extravaganza during halftime.

MSC produces new publication for neighbors

by Steve Gateward

MSC office of Public Information has a new monthly publication for the surrounding community called Neighbors, said Phyllis Miller director of Public Information.

The newspaper, with a circulation of 200,000, is designed to inform the residents of Montclair, Upper Montclair, Little Falls and part of Clifton about campus events. It costs approximately $3,000 a month to print the paper. Neighbors replaces Front Row which was a calendar that told about upcoming events on campus. Neighbors not only tells the surrounding community about events on campus but also stories featuring faculty and students.

"People who live down the street get no information about the great things that we do on campus," said Miller. "When the paper originally was published it had a circulation of 100,000, but due to many requests the circulation was doubled.

The first issue came out in July and seven more issues are expected to come out later this year.

Along with Neighbors the office of Public Information prints Insights, a faulty and staff paper. and Carpe Diem, an alumni and parent's paper.

Montclarion Editor assaults staff member

by Kelly J. Schab


Steve Garufi was charged with assaulting a member of the Montclarion staff," said Dr. Edward Martin, dean of student affairs. "At the moment, he is not a student."

Garufi has been suspended from MSC indefinitely, and has been officially charged with assault.

Garufi did not care to comment on his suspension but said about the assault, "I feel really bad about it. Did I really have my own strength," he also said, "People were coming up to me that I hardly knew and congratulating me."

The victim refused comment on the attack.

The court trial will take place on Oct. 28, 1992 in Little Falls.

Civil Rights Chief speaks on minorities and television

by Pete Quilla

"If someone came from Mars and watched a month's worth of programming, they would get a distorted view of the American population," said Charles Rivera, the public affairs chief for the U.S. Commission on civil rights.

Rivera spoke about how minorities are poorly reflected on television in a lecture held in Kopps Lounge, Russ Hall last night.

He continued by saying that this inadvertent distortion is due to such groups as the Writers' Guild Of America and the Washington D.C. Press Corps both of which have a 95% population of white males under age 45.

One of the functions of Rivera's lecture was an attempt to explain the U.S. Commission's report on links between portrayals of minorities on TV and new racial tensions occurring throughout the nation.

Riversa, who contributed significantly to the report, asked the question, "To what degree does programming reflect America?"

Rivera also noted that although portrayals of African-Americans have risen in the past five to eight years, these roles are mostly on sitcoms. "Also, on TV, few blacks realistically interact with whites, it's a message that adults and children, especially inner-city kids, can have problems with," Rivera said.

In addition, Rivera commented that by the year 2000, minorities and women will be the majority of the U.S. workforce. However, based on this fact, Rivera asked, "Where are they on television? If they are around, why are they not reflected in the programs shown?"

His answer was that the writers in Hollywood, who are mostly young white males, are unconsciously ignoring stories that reflect minority experiences.

"It is the absence of sufficient attention by TV, generally speaking, that does damage to perceptions of minorities across America," Rivera said.

Rivera also stated that this disfigured impression is also supposedly evident in TV news as well as sitcoms. An example of this is when TV news depicts poverty it shows an African-American single mother. However, statistics show that it's mostly white women who are the victims of poverty.

At the end of the lecture, Rivera stressed that it was up to the commission to study and review institutions like the media industry in order to determine the factors that contribute to the existing view of minorities on TV.

Rivera closed by saying, "According to a survey of the Spring 1990 TV season, there were more roles for aliens than for Asians, Hispanics and Native Americans."
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ALDAN DINING
YOUR CAMPUS DINING SERVICE PROUDLY PRESENTS

OCTOBER FEST
"A FUN TIME FOR ALL"
FEATURING
*GERMAN FOODS
*FREE CARNIVAL GAMES
WIN GREAT PRIZES

DATES & TIMES: STUDENT CENTER CAFETERIA
OCT. 19 & 20 (11:30 - 2:30 P.M.)
BLANTON HALL
OCT. 21 (DINNER HOURS)
FREEMAN HALL
OCT. 22 (DINNER HOURS)

ALSO COMING
"THE GREAT PUMPKIN CARVE OUT"
WATCH FOR DETAILS
ALDAN... BRINGING GOOD FOOD & GOOD FUN
TO M.S.C.!
NOTICE TO ALL CURRENTLY ENROLLED STUDENTS
WHO WILL BE RETURNING IN THE WINTER SESSION
1993 AND/OR SPRING SEMESTER 1993

Registration for the Winter Session and Spring Semester 1993 will
occur simultaneously between October 13-29, 1992.

All students who are enrolled for the Fall 1992 and who are eligible to return for the Winter or Spring 1993
had a Registration Appointment Card mailed to them during the week of September 28, 1992.

Undergraduate students who are currently enrolled for 12 or more credits were assigned an in person registration appointment date and
time. Undergraduate students who are currently enrolled for fewer than 12 credits and Graduate students were assigned a range of
dates during which they should submit their registration form and Appointment Card to the Office of the Registrar.

Cards were not generated for students who are on the January 1993 Graduation list. Students who are graduating in January and who
wish to register for Winter or Spring 1993 courses should contact the Office of the Registrar at 893-4376, for direction.

Students who did not fulfill their Basic Skills requirements, who had an outstanding financial obligation to the College, or who had an
outstanding high school transcript with the Admissions Office were not sent their cards. These students must report to either the Basic
Skills Office, the Business Office, or the Admissions Office to obtain their card.

You must have this card in order to register.

No one will be permitted into the registration site without a Registration Appointment Card. Registration forms submitted to the
office will not be processed without the Registration Appointment Card attached.

STUDENTS WHO DID NOT RECEIVE A CARD OR WHO HAVE MISPLACED THEIR CARD SHOULD CONTACT THE
OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR IMMEDIATELY AT 893-4376.

PLEASE READ THE WINTER SESSION/SPRING SEMESTER 1993 SCHEDULE OF COURSES BOOK CAREFULLY!!
It is available in the Student Center and in the Office of the Registrar. It contains the list of Winter and Spring 1993 course offerings.

You should use the registration form that is in the Schedule of Courses book. It is for both Winter and Spring registration. The
Registration Appointment Card, together with this form, will serve as your personal registration packet.

Advisement should be obtained prior to registration.

Picture MSC as a
forest; home to a
plethora of soaring,
leafy, chipmunk-hous­ing, squirrel-speckled,
shade-producing,
tasty trees. Ya' know,
like the ones they
topped for the new
library.

There's the large
majestic redwood in
the center of campus
that sprouts from an
awe-inspiring mound of fertilizer - that's the adminis­tration. Over yonder, there's a sickly spread of bent and
twisted crab apple trees -those represent the cafeterias.

Growing in the rockiest of soil, far from the bright
sunshine of the aforemen­tioned redwood, are a few
broken-down, termite-infested, dry-rotting oaks-
yes, those are the dormi­tories and residence halls.

Okay, now with all that
wood, MSC needs a few
peckers.

That's where The Mont­clairion comes in.

Writers, Photographers,
Assistant Editors, Artists
893-5169

ALDAN DINING
YOUR CAMPUS DINING SERVICE
Proudly Presents

The Great Pumpkin
Carve-Out

*FREE PUMPKINS TO CARVE
*575 FOOD SCRIPT 1ST PRIZE
$50 " 2ND "
$25 " 3RD "

DATES & TIMES: STUDENT CENTER CAFETERIA
OCT. 26(11:30 - 2:30 P.M.)
FREEMAN HALL
OCT. 29(DINNER HOURS)
BLANTON HALL
OCT. 28(DINNER HOURS)

ALDAN... BRINGING GOOD FOOD & GOOD FUN
TO M.S.C.!
IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE WAS EXPENSIVE, TRY PUTTING YOURSELF THROUGH RETIREMENT.

Think about supporting yourself for twenty-five, thirty years or longer in retirement. It might be the greatest financial test you'll ever face. Fortunately, you have one valuable asset in your favor. Time.

Time to take advantage of tax-deferral. Time for your money to grow.

But starting early is key. Consider this: if you begin saving just $100 a month at age thirty, you can accumulate $192,539* by the time you reach age sixty-five. Wait ten years and you'd need to set aside $227 a month to reach the same goal.

Start planning your future. Call our Enrollment Hotline 1 800 842-2888.

Ensuring the future for those who shape it."
Soliciting/Trespassing

10/6/92 A resident from Bohn Hall called headquarters to report two females selling magazines. They had walked past the front desk of Bohn Hall without stopping. The officer found them on the 7th floor and they admitted to selling the magazines. They were brought in for questioning and it was determined that they had trespassed, thus, two arrests were made. They were both non-students.

10/9/92 A student reported that man was selling Bibles and other religious materials. He was stopped and was found to have had no identification, but stated to be working for Chapel Sales, Inc.

Trespassing

10/7/92 As a student was getting dressed in the Women’s locker room she heard a noise. When she turned around a white male was standing at her. The man ran towards the rear of the locker room and put the door. A check was made with negative results. The door was believed to be ajar earlier. A composite could not be made.

Suspicious Vehicle

10/7/92 A non-student reported that he and his four-year-old daughter were exiting the campus by the Clove Road Bridge in his truck, a blue vehicle pulled in front of him. The man put his truck in gear and then put his arm in front of his daughter to protect her, anticipating someone to help him but no one. He saw a student talking to the man was questioned but he did not want to give any information when he found out that he was an cop.

Harassing Phone Calls

10/11/92 A student reported that while she and her roommates were going for the weekend she received several harassing calls from her ex-boyfriend.

Dispute

10/9/92 A female Desk Assistant had a dispute with an MSC football player in the Student Center game room. It was closing time and the player did not want to leave until he finished playing his video game. The male stated that she had a bad attitude with him. The manager of the game room will speak with the Desk Assistant about the incident.

Intrusion Alarm

10/13/92 Officers reported to Russ Hall in response to an alarm in Room 206. Upon arrival, the door to the room was secured but the alarm was sounding. A faculty member was advised of the situation and said that the alarm would reset itself in 10 minutes. This did occur.

Disturbed Female

10/7/92 A Blanton Hall resident was in the infirmary when Nurse Jones called headed quarters for assistance. The resident admitted that she was basically making her life unbearable. She was basically making her life unbearable. She was basically making her life unbearable. She was basically making her life unbearable.
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KITABU LIBRARY
OF
ORGANIZATION OF STUDENTS FOR AFRICAN UNITY
MONTCLAIR STATE
CORDIALLY INVITES YOU TO AN
OPEN HOUSE FOR KITABU
ALL ARE WELCOME!
STUDENTS - FACULTY - STAFF
****MONDAY - OCTOBER 19, 1992****
STUDENT CENTER RM. 119 - 12:00P.M. TO 4:30P.M.
AGENDA
1. MEET THE STAFF OF KITABU.
2. FIND OUT ALL OF THE DIFFERENT AFRICAN AMERICAN BOOKS,
   WRITTEN BY RENOWN AFRICAN AMERICAN WRITERS.
3. TO CHECK OUT ALL OF THE NEW BOOKS KITABU JUST GOT IN THIS
   SEMESTER, OVER 15 NEW TITLES!!!!!!!
   **REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED**
THE STRUGGLE FOR KNOWLEDGE OF SELF CONTINUES!
** MARK YOUR CALENDER**
OSAU IS A CLASS ONE ORGANIZATION OF THE SGA

PHOTOGRAPHERS
NEEDED
CONTACT GEORGE CALLE
893-5169

Northwestern College of Chiropractic
is accepting applications for its 1993 entering classes.
(January, May and September)

General requirements at time of entry include:
- Approx. 2-3 years of college in a life or health science degree program.
- A G.P.A. of 2.5 or above.
- A personal interest in a career as a primary care physician.

Northwestern offers:
- A professional school of 500 students with student faculty ratio of 1:2.1.
- A spacious 25 acre campus in suburban Minneapolis.
- Full accreditation by North Central Association of Colleges and Schools
and the Council on Chiropractic Education.

Call 1-800-888-4777 or
Write: Director of Admissions
2501 West Eighty-Fourth Street  Minneapolis, MN 55431-1599

MONTCLAIR STATE
PARTY HEADQUARTERS
AT ROMANY LIQUORS
• BEER BALLS
• QUARTER KEGS • HALF KEGS
FREE DELIVERY
(Except on Kegs)
Call Early for Kegs!

Coors, Coors Light and Coors Extra Gold
BEER BARREL BLOWOUT!!
1/2 Keg.......$42.99

5% off on all cash & carry purchases
with your Montclair State I.D.
(excluding tobacco products, sale items, nj sales tax and in store promos—must show
Montclair State I.D. and proof of age.)

ROMANY LIQUOR SHOP
227 GLENRIDGE AVENUE • MONTCLAIR
(Corner of Glenridge Avenue & Bloomfield Avenue)
744-5454 (call for free delivery)
MSC, New Jersey and you. Let’s vomit together.

New Jersey. Land of the Turnpike. Home of the big hairs. Free radon for every landowner and brown water for every family. Life is good. Everything your heart could possibly desire! What is your address? Why it’s exit 109 on the P-way. That’s wonderful, I’m exit 136, pleased to meet you. Joy and nurture! But noooooo! You’re not satisfied. You’re concerned about toxic hair loss, the rapist down the street and that funny glowing gloop in the backyard. There must be another state in the union where you could satisfy your intellectual desires and attain self actualization, even without drugs.

There you are as a high school senior, dreaming about all the magical places you could go to: the rolling green hills of the University of Vermont, the hustle and bustle of NYU, or the pink beaches and balmy breezes of the University of Hawaii... Uhuh! Obviously you’ve dropped a 1.8 GPA in that acid anyway? For the rest of us, what is your age? What is your address? Why it’s exit 109 on the P-way. That’s wonderful, I’m exit 136, pleased to meet you. Joy and nurture! But noooooo! You’re not satisfied. You’re concerned about toxic hair loss, the rapist down the street and that funny glowing gloop in the backyard. There must be another state in the union where you could satisfy your intellectual desires and attain self actualization, even without drugs.

Peculiar people and wondrous wonders.

Class I organizations sing, dance and enjoy.

OSAU (Organization of Students for African Unity), Players and LASSO (Latin American Students Organization) will be sponsoring a free program entitled ‘Triple Threat’ on October 19, hoping to promote cultural awareness. This event is scheduled for 6:00 p.m. in the Student Center ballrooms.

These Class I organizations are joining together to provide a variety of performances. OSAU will have its choir, LASSO will have its dance group and Players will have comedy act.

"It will be great that these three different Class I organizations are going to be together to bring a certain harmony to the campus. This program is the first since I’ve been here,” said Keisha Jones, an OSAU choir member.

The Montclarion, October 15, 1992

CAMPUS LIFE

I believe Bill Clinton is the only candidate with balls. And he did well in the debate.

Steve Franz
Junior, Industrial Tech

Perot, because he wasn’t talking political rhetoric! He was talking reality! He is a man of action, not false promises. And he’s kind of funny.

Jim Lloyd
Senior, English

I think Perot performed the best because he made Bush and Clinton sound very similar. But he didn’t win the debate because he answered the questions too simply.

Terri Caldes
Junior, Communications
"Outing" AIDS: Does the Media Need a Transfusion of Ethics?

Was the Arthur Ashe story handled ethically?

Learn about Spring Journalism Courses
Meet the faculty

Monday, October 19
1 p.m. Student Center
Room 417
Breaking those ol’ Greek stereotypes

by Vinny Carchietta

Who am I describing when I say, “These people are alcohol abusing, sexist, who do nothing at college but get drunk, haze and buy their friends”? I am sure you would think I am describing are the Greeks. If this is true, I feel sorry for you. You are passing judgement on the entire Greek system and each member of it. It seems that we all know the stereotypes that the Greeks have obtained. That’s all they are, stereotypes. I am here to break them. I am here to inform you about us. Today, there are more individuals in the Greek system than ever before. I am sure you would be surprised to see who actually is Greek. Did you know that seven out of ten people listed in Who’s Who are Greek? Three-fourths of Congress and 85% of the Supreme Court Justices since 1910 have been Greek. Forty-three of 50 of this nation’s largest corporations are Greek. Did you know that seven out of ten people listed in Who’s Who are Greek? Three-fourths of Congress and 85% of the Supreme Court Justices since 1910 have been Greek. Forty-three of 50 of this nation’s largest corporations are Greek. Did you know that seven out of ten people listed in Who’s Who are Greek? Three-fourths of Congress and 85% of the Supreme Court Justices since 1910 have been Greek. Forty-three of 50 of this nation’s largest corporations are Greek. Did you know that seven out of ten people listed in Who’s Who are Greek? Three-fourths of Congress and 85% of the Supreme Court Justices since 1910 have been Greek. Forty-three of 50 of this nation’s largest corporations are Greek. Did you know that seven out of ten people listed in Who’s Who are Greek? Three-fourths of Congress and 85% of the Supreme Court Justices since 1910 have been Greek. Fortynine of 50 of this nation’s largest corporations are Greek. Did you know that seven out of ten people listed in Who’s Who are Greek? Three-fourths of Congress and 85% of the Supreme Court Justices since 1910 have been Greek. Forty-nine of 50 of this nation’s largest corporations are Greek.

The Greek System contributes both to the campus as well as the surrounding community. The Greek Organizations perform numerous philanthropical and community service events every semester. Thousands of dollars are raised and distributed to a large number of charities yearly. For example, in December of 1991 Delta Kappa Psi Fraternity and DeltaPhi Epsilon Sorority visited Our Lady of Hope grade school in East Orange. They held a Christmas party for the underprivileged children of the school and distributed presents to all the children. Also, on May 14, 1992, Alpha Iota Chi Sorority and Lambda Theta Phi, Club and LASO (2 Greek and 2 Non-Greek Organizations) held, “Hands Across MSC”, which was held in memory of all the victims of the L.A. riots. Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity and MSC’s Residence Life brought food and clothing to the homeless of Penn Station in New York City. This effort was combined with other New Jersey schools as well as our own Track Team and WMSC. Kappa Alpha Psi will again visit these people during the semester, maybe you can help. Alpha Phi Omega, a Professional Co-Ed Service Fraternity has adopted the section of Route 46 closest to the campus as part of the N.J. Adopt A Highway Program to keep N.J.’s highways clean. They also hold annual blood drives and many more service projects. I could go on and on with lists and pages of the services that the Greeks at MSC and other schools have provided. It’s been a positive effect on this campus and the community. The terrible stereotypes should not ruin the good name of the Greek Community. Stereotypes are deadly. It’s seen daily what prejudice do to individuals of certain races, creeds, and social statuses. That is why now, more than ever, we should communicate with people and the Greeks and the community. We must kill this stereotype. Remember, don’t believe everything you hear. One little accident can be blown up by rumors and exaggerations to a federal crime. They know that no one is perfect. They don’t expect you to be and I hope you don’t expect them to be. No organization is perfect and none ever will be. I hope that I opened your eyes and please keep them open. Compare the good to the bad. You will see that the Greeks are only human and so are you.

The Greek System consists of 40 Greek Organizations. These Organizations are diverse and form a solid Greek Community. In this community exist National and Local Fraternities and Sororities, both Professional and Social. These are caring and determined men and women of all races, ethnic groups, and creeds who work together to provide service and community to this campus. Just two weeks ago Rich Adams, president of the Greek Council and a brother of Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, held a Bush-Clinton debate and forum during the Greek Council Meeting. Representatives from both parties spoke and answered questions, opening our eyes to many issues that a college student is unaware of. Also, the Greek Council granted $400 of its own money to Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc., which in turn, they donated to the Hale House. This donation was voted on and unanimously passed by the Greek Organizations.

Noteworthys

Montclair State College will sponsor New Jersey’s statewide Law School Admissions Day Fair on November 4. Representatives from more than 30 law schools throughout the country are expected to participate. The fair will take place from 10:30a.m. to 1:30p.m. in the Student Center Ballrooms. A panel discussion, “Choosing a Law School”, will take place from 9:30a.m. to 10:30a.m. in the Student Center, room 411. The panel will include admissions officers from five schools. More information may be obtained by calling Dr. Tayler at (201) 893-4152.

On Saturday, October 17, the Art Directors Club of New Jersey will sponsor a Career Day Seminar at Rutgers University, New Brunswick, for New Jersey college students studying visual communications. The club has assembled a group of professionals in the design, advertising, illustration and computer graphics fields. These professionals will answer career questions and advise students. Students can pre-register for $15, lunch included, through the art departments of all New Jersey colleges and art schools, or pay $25 at the door. For more information, contact the Art Directors Club of New Jersey at (201) 997-1212.

Department of Campus Recreation

Fall ‘92 Schedule

Fieldhouse Hours:
Monday through Thursday 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Friday 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.

Open Swim Hours At Panzer Pool:
Monday, Saturday and Sunday 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Tuesday through Thursday 12 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Monday through Thursday 8:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.

Faculty/Staff Early Bird Workouts At The Fieldhouse:
Tuesday through Thursday mornings 6:30 a.m. to 8 a.m.

Open Gym Hours At Panzer Gymnasium:
Monday through Thursday 8 p.m. to 10 p.m.

Aerobics Class (Beginning September 21):
Panzer Gymnasium- Gym #3 Monday through Thursday 4:45 p.m. to 5:45 p.m.
Love songs, nothing but love songs

After last Sunday night's presidential "debate," it was quite a relief to see the second string of the presidential teams verbally slam-dance without the smug intrusion of camera-hungry, moderators.

Witty insights into Fay Vincent's employment status aside, we at The Montclarion believe the American people would be better served if presidential contenders were allowed to actually debate, rather than recite pat answers to obvious questions at the prompting of camera-hungry, moderators.

Lines for registration stretched beyond belief, with the one desirable side effect being on-campus parking. The customary, class-coveting, campout caravan, however, was made more unbearable by faulty schedules. The publication of the Registrar's announcement was not included in a timely manner.

On Tuesday, Quayle and Gore unfortunately slipped into some silly school-boy "did so/did not" simultaneous soliloquies, but at least they showed some substance while trading barbs and attempting to draw blood. We saw two people dealing with the present, the unexpected; just as they must, should they attain the positions they seek.

The Montclarion's subscription and advertising information:

Subscription & Advertising Information

Subscriptions to The Montclarion are available to Alumni, families of students, faculty or anyone interested in receiving one. A minimum suggested donation of $12.00 per semester is requested to help defray production and shipping costs of The Montclarion.

The local display advertising rates for the 1992-1993 academic year are as follows:

- 1/8 page - $60.00
- 1/4 page - $120.00
- Full page - $380.00

Call Advertising Manager Connie Cole for a full listing of discount packages.

Mail any subscription requests or advertising insertions to:

The Montclarion's Business Office
113 Student Center Annex
Montclair State College
Upper Montclair, NJ 07043

Quote of the Week

"People were coming up to me I hardly knew and congratulating me."

-Steve Garufi, former Editorial page editor of The Montclarion, pg. 3
**Beware all yellow-belly, Kleenex-chluting Dens!**

**I'm Right!!!**

by Matt Schwartz

It's been a while, but I'm back. Warning to all left wing liberal Clinton/Gore wanna be's, Matthew J. Schwartz is back about right! Between reading most of The Montclarion, its new rag of a magazine, The Anarchist Syndicate and that propaganda Clinton TV booth, I can see I came back just in time. My goal, as the premier writer of commentary at The Montclarion is to give a more realistic and factual opinion on current events which I have noticed are not well represented by other writers. First of all, Always Right is a cheap imitation of my column last year, Tim's Thoughts go on forever like a rambling child, Record Irrelevance is just an imitator, a pot head, and even a Femi-Nazi! God, this paper needs me!

This week's article will be based on people I believe deserve a positive mention and those people who deserve a negative mention. To start off on a positive note, I want to say thank you to President Reid for his hard work on improving our campus. I can't wait to use our bigger and better library. By the way, I'm still glad we got rid of those ugly trees and annoying squirrels. What a small price to pay for a big, beautiful, steel and brick building. I also send out congratulations to Rush Limbaugh, his new TV show and awesome radio program (Dittos Rush); Eddie Murray for being the only productive Met player this year; the Olympic basketball team for kicking some ass over in Spain and bringing home the gold; the United Nations for attempting to keep world peace, especially in Eastern Europe and attempting to feed the millions of starving Somalians. A special honorable mention is also in order for President Bush and Vice President Quayle for their family values theme, which, if listened to and followed, would deeply improve our society. A society which lacks moral values in certain aspects such as drug use, crime, rape, murder, lack of work ethics (too many people on welfare) and 1.5 million abortions. Calm down people, I'm pro-choice and I choose life. Except for cases of rape and health related reasons, abortion is wrong in my opinion. But I realize it must be kept legal for obvious reasons. If society had higher morals and better family values, abortion would not even be an issue. But until then, let the argument rage on.

The negative mentions begin with that bald headed bitch, Sinead O'Connor. The nerve of her to insult most of the free world by her ignorant actions. I'm Jewish and even I was insulted by her hate crime. Not only is she but-ugly and her singing sucks, now she's preaching hate against Catholics. What if David Duke tore up a picture of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr? Then what would you people be saying? She is a symbol of hate and ignorance and we should ban her from the USA. By the way, we still owe a kick in the butt for not playing our anthem, what a bitch! Magic Johnson and his huge ego deserve another negative mention. Before you call me condescending or worse, realize I have an educated background in health which may not make me a doctor, but it makes me qualified to talk about AIDS. The risk is real, but there is still a risk to the dozens of people he will play against each night. He should just retire, stay retired and spend his limited life preaching against casual sex and spending time with his family. If he did that ten years ago, he wouldn't be in this situation now. That's right, he respected women, believed in monogamy and safe sex, he wouldn't have caught the AIDS strain to begin with. Of his ego made him catch the disease and now his ego may cause him to give other's the disease and possibly damage himself even more! I think.

Please turn to page 14

---

**She's a holly jolly transvestite, and he's got a runny nose**

In 1967 Question Mark and the Mysterians signed a recording contract with Wade Records. Shortly thereafter they released their soon to be number one single 96 Tears. Question Mark was the stage name of a short otherwise insignificant Texan also known as Ross Perot who would not be heard from again until 1973 when his much publicized royalty fight was decided. It seemed that Wade Records were not forthcoming in royalty payment of Perot's one hit wonder. This of course is the famous Perot's questionable stage name of a short otherwise insignificant Texan Perot, except to note that it does not seem to be one of proper preparatory presidential premise, that is simply seems insignificant and not a candidate that I take seriously. Twenty years later in 1992, I question the aforesaid Question Mark (Ross Perot's) questionable candidacy, it just raises too many questions, questionable commentary not withstanding.

Questions that I do take seriously today are sure to follow this quite impressive and self serving segue. I question why and only son seems easily bearable choice for common place. Perhaps this paragraph will not supply the answers to the aforesaid non rhetorical questions. Perhaps unanswered questions will become the mainstay of this soon to be elucidating essay.

Speaking of unanswered questions, yes, another svelte segue, thanks for noticing, I watched the first televised 1992 presidential debate. I noticed that some very important questions went unanswered and therefore unasked. I pose the following question to candidate Bush: Does the fact that you were head of the Central Intelligence Agency have anything to do with the disappearance of Paul Lynde? Does Paul Lynde supply the voice over for your "I am angry and not going to take it anymore television voice"?

Does the fact that you are no longer head of the Central Intelligence Agency have anything to do with the disappearance of But Ives?

Has anybody ever seen But Ives and your wife Barbara, together in the same public place simultaneously? Are you in fact married to a clean shaven But Ives?

Does the fact that you were head of the Central Intelligence Agency have anything to do with the disappearance of Paul Lynde?

Does Paul Lynde supply the voice over for your "I am angry and not going to take it anymore television voice"?

Since you attest that you would support your grandchildren if they chose to avail themselves of their legal right to obtain an abortion on demand, why do you dare suggest that abortion counseling not be available in federally funded family planning clinics? What kind of family values are they? Are they rich white family values?

Speaking of rich white family values; your son George Jr., who busies himself at the BCCI scandal seemed to profit from stock sales that were in violation of SEC regulations, your son John Ellis, has continuously associated with questionable associates, among them: Albert Duque sentenced to fifteen years for his conviction on fraud and embezzlement charges, cocaine smuggler Leonel Martinez, and fugitive racketeer, Miguel Recarey, and how about son Neil? Does the name Silverado still strike fear in your pac chest? Did he truly testify that the 3 billion dollar loss suffered by Gulfcoast was due to his acting as director, was inconsequential?

What kind of family values run ride in your family? How do we keep them there?

Do you realize that in selecting Dan Quayle as your 1988 running mate you have put him a single heartbeat from the helm of the single most powerful democracy that the world has ever known?

Would you spell potato head as it appears in this sentence?

Was it a Freudian slip or a drug induced slip? It seems to you reflexively finger your right nostril immediately after you uttered the word cocaine?

Was your political ideology reflected in the aforesaid choice of your right nostril? Or was it just caked up?
Quivering lips, no Bush

Slick Willie is nothing but a panderer, saying whatever a group wants to hear at that minute of the day. When Slick Willie picks up his tax bill he’ll play any tune you want. I don’t want to tire you with numbers, but let’s look at a few people in Arkansas who have had to live with. As far as the economy goes, Arkansas ranks 44th worst in tax fairness, 48th in people living in poverty, 50th in youth employment, and has the 17th highest tax burden. As for the environment, Arkansas ranks dead last for government action to protect the environment and 48th worst in overall environmental quality. As for crime, Arkansas ranks dead last in per capita spending on the justice system. Face it, stubborn things, but there they are.

The only real candidate for this country’s success is George Bush. The President’s strong economic plan calls for giving first time homebuyers a $5,000 tax credit, a cut in the capital gains tax to spur investment, keeping inflation and interest rates at an all time low, cutting red tape so small businesses can grow, and continued expansion of American trade through new international agreements. The President’s plan will create long term private sector jobs, not government created jobs like Slick Willie has proposed, which are paid for by you the taxpayer. The President’s programs offer hope and opportunity to all Americans, by employing people—not governments—to make the important choices in life.

Jeffrey Certonof
Political Science

Mark Alan Slamaly

Swartz, from page 13

Magic is one of the greatest basketball players ever and I thank him for all the years of entertainment, but now it’s time to step down like a real man, like Larry! A boo to the New York Mets for such a terrible season. An even louder boo to Murphy Brown and the rest of the elite culture in Hollywood for their overhearing and hypocritical attacks on Vice President Quayle. If they really want to help, why don’t they donate some of their earnings to our society, which in their opinion is in the middle of the second Great Depression. They talk a lot and even do a few special shows, but when it comes to giving up some of their millions to help our society, they laugh at us and say it’s Quayle’s fault. Just say no to Murphy Brown and her liberal buddies who have no grasp on the real world.

Don’t forget to read in your comments about my article, because we all know you read my article first and you think I’m the best and I’m Right.
**Lecture to be held on Matisse**

The Montclair Art Museum and the Arts Council of the Essex Area will jointly present a lecture by John Elderfield, curator of the major exhibition "Henri Matisse: A Retrospective" currently on display at The Museum of Modern Art in New York. The program will be held on Tuesday, Oct. 27 at 8 p.m. at the Montclair Kimberley Academy Upper School in Montclair.

Entitled "Matisse at MoMA", the illustrated lecture will focus on several of the masterpieces in the show as well as give a general summary of the famed artist's life and career. Elderfield, Director of the Department of Drawings since 1980, and Curator/Senior Department of Painting and Sculpture since 1975, has directed numerous exhibitions for MoMA, including several other Matisse shows, most recently "Matisse in Morocco".

Tickets for the Elderfield lecture are $10 for Museum and Arts Council members and $12 for the public. For more information call the Museum at (201) 746-5555 or the Arts Council at (201) 744-1717.

---

**An explosion of originality and imagery**

by Sean Carroll

On Oct. 12, Class One Concerts held their second Open Mic Night of the semester in the Student Center Ballrooms. As with previous open mic nights the acts ranged from essays and poetry readings to stand-up comedy and musical performances.

The evening began with Homer and Jon, brothers who performed the song "Franklin's Tower" on an electrified acoustic guitar and bongos. While the lyrics were somewhat inaudible the music had a mix of folk-rock tinged with psychodelica. Mumbled lyrics aside, the piece was performed well and was an appropriate opening act.

After Homer and Jon finished Richard McDanold read an essay on his describing his inadeguacies with himself. The essay was well-written and had several interesting points. However, the piece ran on a bit long.

The stand-up comedy of Eric Schmitz followed McDanold's act. Schmitz's piece suffered somewhat of an identity crisis. The set seemed to center on Schmitz and was an appropriate opening act.

Several musical acts followed Schmitz including Caramel Cone Explosion, a three-piece unit featuring John Oakes on drums and vocals, Gerry Rerlinski on guitar and Robert Oakes Jr. on bass. They played a four-song set including a cover of Tim Machine's "Betsy Wrong". However, their performance of "Jam To E" best demonstrated their musical prowess and their potential to form a cohesive musical unit. They ended their lively set with a splendid cover of Adrian Belew's "Member of the Tribe".

Magic Garden, a country/bluegrass duo followed Caramel Cone Explosion and also played a four-song set. Their song "Marijuana Jamboree" was well-received and they ended their set with an improvised rapping and human beatbox number.

Pete Quilla was up next performing three songs, two originals and one cover. He opened with his rendition of ZZ TOP's "Running To Stand Still" and followed up with his second original composition, "August" and "Cold". While the guitar playing was strong, Quilla was weak on vocals. However, he became more comfortable and confident as he played."The Medieval Society gave an interesting performance. They sang and performed a 14th Century madrigal with a medley of "California Dreamin". Stefan Dollak played guitar while Kevin Schwoebel, aka Prophet Bigg, was impressive with a lengthy kazoo solo. The fine music was backed up by the clear and resonant voices of the Society members. While the rest of the members took a seat on the floor Stefan Dollak stayed on stage for a solo turn. He performed four songs including an a cappella number of what is worn or, in this case, not worn under the skirt. However, his last number, an ode to semen, was warmly received by the audience.

Steve Bello followed Stefan with an extended guitar solo. While the solo was impressive, he also used his teeth. It was too long and basically amounted to overkill.

David Burke followed Bello with his rendition of the Beatles' "Blackbird" on acoustic guitar. Burke's guitar playing and his quality vocals made for an enjoyable listen.

After the extended musical interlude two essay/poetry readings were performed by Sean Carroll and Angela Villano respectively. Carroll's editorial essay was about the cultural and political wasteland that is modern America. The essay was performed well but did not seem to greatly affect the audience. Villano followed with four of her poems replete with imagery. Her all-black attire enhanced her performance, especially in the number titled "Happy Trails". However, her first two readings were more impressive than her final two.

The last two acts of the evening were bands. The three-piece ensemble Empty Bottles was more impressive musically than vocally. They performed an original work, "Captive Audience", along with two covers, "Identity" and "Freebird" by Lynyrd Skynyrd. While "Freebird" was performed well it was also somewhat grating with the far-too-longy solos. The last act on Open Mic Night was a two-piece group calling themselves Moses and Jeff. They played a medley of instrumental numbers including a mini-Seetle set of Nirvana's "Smells Like Teen Spirit" and Pearl Jam's "Alive".

While most of the music was somewhat enjoyable the plethora of it made the night somewhat tedious. A better variety of acts would improve Open Mic Night and would better establish the coffeehouse tradition that it is striving for.

---

**When the moon hits the sky...**

by Sandra Cammillieri

Lip sync: Doin' the butt

by Benjamin Dover

The Coffeehouse Tradition that it is striving for. Lullin, and light design by Matt Nowak. Of all the production elements the most appealing is the sound of the piano (played by music director Eric Diamond), the percussion (played by Judy Aron) and the harp (played by Robin Gordon Carter). Each of these musicians harmoniously brings together tunes that light, whimsical, and romantic.

In a recent interview, Tim Herman commented about the production, stating, "We're doing this to have a good time." If The Fantasticks has some endearing and exuberant scenes, for an evening of entertainment, come out and see some romantic star-gazing!

Performances for "The Fantasticks" run from Oct. 15-17 and 22-24 at 8 p.m. with matinees on Oct. 16th and 25th at 2p.m. For more information call the Museum at (201) 746-5555 or the Arts Council at (201) 744-1717.
Of Mice and Men
by Mark Loughlin

High school students around America will be doing somersaults for Gary Sinise’s new adaptation of the book report favorite, Of Mice And Men. Starring John Malkovich as the simple Lenny and Sinise as his watchful keeper, George, the film boasts a very capable cast that treats the material with respect and tenderness. Joe Morton, John Terry, Sherilyn Fenn, Ray Walston and Noble Willingham all turn in fine performances. But the film, like the book, belongs to George. The actor does a fine job of making the character’s doubts and indecision seem real. Malkovich is not large enough to play Lenny. Those people will soon realize that George is abstaining permanently to try for the more interested Lenny, who seemingly more powerful relationship between Uncas and Cora’s younger sister (Jodhi May) which overshadowed the less romantic, more physical attraction of day. Again, I have to agree with him. However, I am still concerned who I will vote for. Mr. Read My Lips is definitely not one of them. Perot and Clinton make valid points but there is still a lot of time between here and November. Coming up are three more debates, the next one being between the three candidates for Vice-President. That will be an interesting one to see. Also worth watching is “The Great Debate II: The Candidates Strike Back.” The Big Three meet once again to slug it out, and then finally “The Great Debate III - Return of the Jedi.” Yeah, it’s funny, but with the election, Bush will have to use the Force (not the Force) to win the election. Actually, the best thing for Bush to do right about now is to tap his shoes together three times, and say “There’s no place like home, there’s no place like home.”

Of mice and Mohicans
by Kevin Schwoebel

First there was the book, written by James Fenimore Cooper. A good read. And now, director Michael Mann brings Last of the Mohicans to the screen. Mann’s better known accomplishments include the creation of Miami Vice and the film Manhunter.

The film is set during The French and Indian War, a.k.a. The Seven Years War. The French were trying to gain control of the British colonies. Daniel Day Lewis (My Left Foot) stars as the quintessential hero, Hawkeye, the child of colonists raised by a Mohican father. Chingachgook (played by real-life Native-American activist Russell Means). The natural son of Chingachgook is Uncas, played by Eric Schweig. The other main characters are Cora Munro (Madeline Stowe) and Magua, a vengeful Huron played to the top by Wes Studi (Dances With Wolves).

The film ran smoothly through two hours, with few slacks in the action. Mann spent the beginning of the film establishing the historical context of the film. It is important for a historical film to set up the period or else you won’t get it. This film takes place during a war that very few people know anything about, so it was very necessary to explain through dramatic means the relationships between the French and English, the English and the American colonists, and the American colonists and the Native-Americans, etc. Although you have to wade through all these set ups, you eventually understand and appreciate their presence. This film’s historical accuracy is excellent as is the sprawling scenery.

I was very impressed with both the sound effects and the cinematography. The tomahawks make a nice “whack!” as they enter a human chest. The scenes in which lighting was by fire or candle light looked exactly perfect: dark, shadowy, etc. I even liked the score, epic song until the point when a piece which is sung towards the end. An epic film such as this should not have lyric pieces of music in their score. In this case, the scenes would have worked just as well without the lyrics.

The romantic plots were well played. In fact, it was the subplot of the seemingly more powerful relationship between Uncas and Cora’s younger sister (Jodhi May) which overshadowed the less romantic, more physical attraction between Hawkeye and Cora. The actions of both Uncas and Cora’s younger sister burn extremely brightly, romantically.

Overall, Last of the Mohicans is a truly epic film. It should be placed up there with Glory, Platoon, Dances With Wolves, and the other greats.

The Romantic Film
Compiled by George Olschewski

Last Sunday night America got what it has been screaming for this hectic election year, “The Great Debate.” The Big Three finally got together and publicly butt heads with each other, for the first time in each other’s presence. Hopefully, the Big Three finally got together and year, and volley of Debate ‘92, Bush was throwing punches but none of them were even coming close to connecting. If the debate is any indication I predict this to be the outcome in November: Clinton in the Oval Office, Perot with a respectable second place finish, and Dole doing the Lame Duck Dance. In any case, Georgie-boy should make his reservations with U-Haul, because he ain’t gonna be in office much longer.

Perot made some excellent points, one of them being that if he’s elected it will be a banner moment in history. Not because a guy with ears like a Ferengi makes it to the White House, but because it will be the people of America who elected him and not a special interest group, like the Republicans or the Democrats. All to many times I have seen politicians vote against a decent plan because “It’s Republican” or “It’s Democratic.” Also, Perot said that there are a lot of good ideas floating around Washington, but few see the light of day. Again, I have to agree with him. However, I am still concerned who I will vote for. Mr. Read My Lips is definitely not one of them. Perot and Clinton make valid points but there is still a lot of time between here and November. Coming up are three more debates, the next one being between the three candidates for Vice-President. That will be an interesting one to see. Also worth watching is “The Great Debate II: The Candidates Strike Back.” The Big Three meet once again to slug it out, and then finally “The Great Debate III - Return of the Jedi.” Yeah, it’s funny, but with the election, Bush will have to use the Force (not the Force) to win the election. Actually, the best thing for Bush to do right about now is to tap his shoes together three times, and say “There’s no place like home, there’s no place like home.”
No longer an alternative

by Alex Carstino

What the hell is this? A greatest hits album by the Red Hot Chili Peppers. What the hell was coming to? I thought everyone was expecting a boxed set of the New Kids on the Block (by the way, what happened to NKOTB?)? Anyways, here it is. It's a greatest hits collection.

They are no longer that perspective things.

Lollapalooza t-shirt or your mother is the alternative to the Top 40. They are household name.

Here it is, like it or not, an 18 song compilation.

Away. This collection puts greet unnecessary compilation.

Now EMI (their old label) has one old brother is sporting a t-shirt or your mother are the Top 40. You know things once knew. They are not an old bro out.

Funksters release of the Block (by the way, what happened to Hollywood) from the RHCP are a household name.

What Hits?

Peter Cadbury regarding a piece of New York Times, “Fartman” is the movie you television interest. That is wrong.

Adventures of Fartman to some that Howard Stern has sold “The Montclarion erroneously reported that Howard Stern had sold “The Adventures of Fartman” to some station. However, as I now know it, it is not true. That is a mistake.

And in that spirit, I will address the issue of the “Fartman” to some station. In case you don’t know, the movie is about a character named Fartman, who is a superhero that can fart to create powerful winds.

Despite the fact that the movie was never actually released, it gained some cult following and became a popular subject of parody and humor. The character Fartman has since appeared in various forms, including a television show and a music video.

The show’s cancellation, WWOR admitted that the show got very good ratings. The syndicator, All American Television wanted the show to keep running even though WWOR claimed it was losing money. Why would a company want to keep something it was losing money on, if that was indeed the case? Look at these facts any way you like, Howard hasn’t failed yet and there’s no reason to believe he will. (What kind of prophet doesn’t even know what has already happened?) In case you need any more information on Howard, he has produced a videotape due to be released around Christmas with skills such as Guest Who’s The Jew, Lesbian Love Connection, But Bongo, 'To Tribute To Vagina and a skit called Lumberjack, with Jessica Hahn and many topless women.

It also contains the results of the gross video contest he held last year and video of his last two trips to Philadelphia to suit Tom DeBella. Any questions?

Peter J. Carruth Broadcasting Major P.S. The abbreviation TV doesn’t use periods. You’re a newspaper man, get it together.

Well, Mr. Carruth, for your information The Adventures of Fartman was originally presented to potential buyers as a TV show. However, since those buyers had trouble getting off the floor from laughing, the idea was re-worked into a movie format. As far as its purchase, it was purchased as part of a package deal by New Line who had no choice about taking it. They had to or they would have lost some potentially better films. As far as New Line is concerned, they have NO slated production scheduled for the ‘93 shooting schedule and are not sure when or if it will ever make it to the screen. So be you can look forward to that sometime real soon. Another TV show? Not likely. Check your facts. If Channel 9 had come out does, exactly how many radio stations has he been fired from? Didn’t he get shot at in D.C. for saying something about Martin Luther King? Don’t get me wrong. I’m a Stern radio fan, but the man has far from a flawless record. That’s what this Prophet knows! One final note. The videotape, hey, it’s your hardly earned money, not mine.

P.S. It is the job of the editors and proofreaders to correct those mistakes, so get yourself together. You obviously don’t know anything about the newspaper business, couch potato. Just a couple of quick items...

This week on Star Trek: The Next Generation a third member from the original cast will make a special appearance.

James Doohan will reprise his role as the loveable ship engineer “Scotty” in the episode. He follows DeForest Kelly (“Bones”) who appeared in the series pilot and Leonard Nimoy (“Spock”) who appeared in a two-parter last season.

There was a special showing of a working version of Disney’s Aladdin which wowed audiences. Disney says that this was only a working version and the film still needed much work. Not withstanding the rather moronic comments in this weeks letter, keep ’em coming!

Lovejoy on the Age of Electronic Media

by C.W. Strongfield

Montclair State College is proud to present Art Forum, a series of events featuring various artists from architecture to sculpture to screenwriting. The series is sponsored by the Fine Arts Department. This Fall 1992 schedule is alive and kicking.

October 5th featured Margot Lovejoy, multimedia artist and author of Postmodern Currents: Art and Artist in the Age of Electronic Media. “Lovejoy” acknowledged internationally, her work bridges from print-making and book art to multi-media projection installations. The intimate, theatre-like room was the backdrop for a short film and lecures on “Art, Artists and Technology” crossing line between sculpture and photography to hidden with the cinematic.

The schedule for the remainder of October is as follows:

Oct. 15: Harry Wirth, talking about the possibilities all designers have concerning the environment.

Oct. 22: Nancy Paladino on the digital and computer technology has opened the door for designers to participate in what was once a video engineering forum.

All lectures are held in Kent Hall, Thursday at 3.p.m. They’re free and open to the public, so please come out and enjoy Art Forum.

Photographers!

The Arts Section will publish that photo which will be called the Picture of the Week. Anyone who has an MSC related picture that is humorous, bizarre, etc. should submit their photos to The Montclarion office, Student Center Annex room 113. Place in Arts mailbox.

Welcome again, loyal readers, to another trip into tomorrow that I like to call PROPHET BIGG. I encourage you each and every week to drop me a line at the Montclair office in the Student Center Annex. I will attempt to answer your questions on any aspect of the entertainment industry or previous Prophet Bigg installments.

And in that spirit, I will address the letter I received from a certain Peter Cadbury regarding a piece on The Adventures of Fartman starting radio personality Howard Stern. Mr. Cadbury writes the following:

Dearest Prophet Bigg:

Your column in last week’s Montclarion erroneously reported that Howard Stern has sold “The Adventures of Fartman” to some television interest. That is wrong. “Fartman” is the movie you referred to later in the article. It is being backed by New Line Cinema, a group whose biggest success was Nightmare on Elm St. and its sequels. There is also another TV show in the works for the spring, but there is nothing definite yet. It won’t be a network show, but it will be with a major syndication company, if it becomes a reality. Also, how could you possibly see another Stein TV show “lasting for a very, VERY short time”? I don’t think you understand television at all. I have worked for both Mr. Stein and WWOR TV at different times, and I know how both work. Channel 9 has never been known for making good outer space series, in fact I can’t recall one intelligent decision they made the entire time I was there. No one has ever said Stein’s show failed because of low ratings. In fact, the press release announcing the show’s cancellation, WWOR admitted that the show got very good ratings. The syndicator, All American Television wanted the show to keep running even though WWOR claimed it was losing money. Why would a company want to keep something it was losing money on, if that was indeed the case? Look at these facts any way you like, Howard hasn’t failed yet and there’s no reason to believe he will. (What kind of prophet doesn’t even know what has already happened?) In case you need any more information on Howard, he has produced a videotape due to be released around Christmas with skills such as Guest Who’s The Jew, Lesbian Love Connection, But Bongo, ‘To Tribute To Vagina and a skit called Lumberjack, with Jessica Hahn and many topless women. It also contains the results of the gross video contest he held last year and video of his last two trips to Philadelphia to suit Tom DeBella. Any questions?

Peter J. Carruth

Broadcasting Major

P.S. The abbreviation TV doesn’t use periods. You’re a newspaper man, get it together.

Well, Mr. Carruth, for your information The Adventures of Fartman was originally presented to potential buyers as a TV show. However, since those buyers had trouble getting off the floor from laughing, the idea was re-worked into a movie format. As far as its purchase, it was purchased as part of a package deal by New Line who had no choice about taking it. They had to or they would have lost some potentially better films. As far as New Line is concerned, they have NO slated production scheduled for the ‘93 shooting schedule and are not sure when or if it will ever make it to the screen. So be you can look forward to that sometime real soon. Another TV show? Not likely. Check your facts. If Channel 9 had come out does, exactly how many radio stations has he been fired from? Didn’t he get shot at in D.C. for saying anything about Martin Luther King? Don’t get me wrong. I’m a Stern radio fan, but the man has far from a flawless record. That’s what this Prophet knows! One final note. The videotape, hey, it’s your hardly earned money, not mine.

P.S. It is the job of the editors and proofreaders to correct those mistakes, so get yourself together. You obviously don’t know anything about the newspaper business, couch potato. Just a couple of quick items...

This week on Star Trek: The Next Generation a third member from the original cast will make a special appearance.

James Doohan will reprise his role as the loveable ship engineer “Scotty” in the episode. He follows DeForest Kelly (“Bones”) who appeared in the series pilot and Leonard Nimoy (“Spock”) who appeared in a two-parter last season.

There was a special showing of a working version of Disney’s Aladdin which wowed audiences. Disney says that this was only a working version and the film still needed much work. Not withstanding the rather moronic comments in this weeks letter, keep ’em coming!
Calvin and Hobbes

A QUIZ FOR YOU

ARE YOU READY FOR THE QUIZ?

In six different colors, which one is the color used to make the word "quiz"?

GOOD LUCK WITH YOUR QUIZ!

Calvin and Hobbes

WHAT IF THE PEN WAS BLACK?
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Pledge Cindy (A.K.Pai)- I never knew being a Big could be so easy! Keep up the GREAT work! Love ya, Johnny O.

Peppermint (A.K.Pai)- Sorry for all the cracks. If you still acknowledge my existence, I’d LOVE to go for a “stroll” next Monday. Love ya, Ouch

(A.K.Pai)- Congrats! You got an A in Italian! Love ya, Ouch

To CNN the Security Guard- It’s too late schmuck.

To the Baseball Team- You guys give a great Mix! Had a great time!

To all the Delta Xi Delta sisters: Thank you for being here for me. You guys are the best. This is what it’s all about. Love and friendship, Ilona Delta Xi Delta #6

Rebecca- Life sucks right now but in the end it will be alright. We will survive. I’m there for you. Love and sisterhood, Ilona

Phi Mu Sigma- No means no! Laura

To my pledge sisters- It’s gonna be tough, but if we stick together we can do it! We’re one! Love, Christine

To the Epsilon Class of Phi Mu Sigma- FRATERNITY

To all my Littles- Congratulations!! At #62

Shannon, You BIG LOSER!!

To the Epilson Class of Phi Sigma Pi- Hang in there guys, you’re almost there. SURPRISE!!

Shopping at Caldor’s on Thursdays- He-He-Hel!!

Diane (Princess Sunshine), Hang in there, they will get better. AAAAHHHHHHH!!! Love, Col.

Cjo- Okay! We’re juniors and I’m not buying you that cheeseburger. But that’s okay because you’ve been getting enough cheeseburgers lately, and I haven’t.

To the sisters of Sigma Tau Nu- We are going to do our best to make you proud. The Gamma Class

Gerg, ST F, Oop Laura

Gerg- No means no! Laura

Tammy- Find a half-breed yet? Laura

Monica- Because she’s Gianna, that’s why. Laura

Pelt! Felt! Ah, sweet Jesus! Buns encased in felt! Furf- I heard you have some whipped cream I can borrow! Laura

Joe (S01)- Is he single yet? Laura (S09)

Debbie- No...I’ll spit on your head. Tiffany

Joan- Next on Clove Road... Gloria Gaynor comes to Clove!

Alyson- We miss you— What are you singing at Karaoke next time? Tiffany

To the Fraternity Class of SDT- You guys are doing great- so proud of you already! Keep it up!! Love, Mom

Gamma Tau Pledges of Sigma-Stick with you! You’re doing great! Love, Renee

Pres. Y- Hot Man is definitely HOT! But not as hot as Elmo! Love, F.C.

Michelle, my twin, I miss you! We will hang out soon! Just be careful. Ahh. Help me! I can do it! So can you? Are u sisters? Love, Christine

To my pledge sisters- We made it through the first 2 weeks, we can make it through the rest, together as a team. Love, MB

Laura- Wish you were here! I love you! You’re my best friend forever, Love, Christine

To the brothers of TKE- No matter what happens, remain proud! You earned those letters. I support you 100%!!

Kristy- Your...mental!! Tiffany

Iota Gamma Xi- Your letters will not be forgotten!! A Sigma Tau Nu alumni

To the Gamma pledges of Sigma Tau Nu- Good luck- PS #9

To my twin sister, Melissa- I’m very proud of you! Congratulations on getting into the Disney program. Give it your best. I’ll miss you, Love, Mary

To my secret Big of D-Phi-E: Thank you for the stuffed animal. I love it! Love your Little, Karen W.

To my pledge sisters- It’s gonna be tough, but if we stick together we can do it! We’re one! Love, Christine

To the Baseball Team- You guys give a great Mix! Had a great time!

To all the Delta Xi Delta sisters: Thank you for being here for me. You guys are the best. This is what it’s all about. Love and friendship, Ilona Delta Xi Delta #6

Rebecca- Life sucks right now but in the end it will be alright. We will survive. I’m there for you. Love and sisterhood, Ilona

Phi Mu Sigma- MALE SYNDROME (scumbags) is running rampant at MSC. Watch out!!

Mel- I’m sorry I’m never around and that I wake you up early in the morning, but you’re the coolest and welcome to the world of living with a pledge.

Jen (AIX #101)- Just wanted to say “Hi!” Love your Little, Melissa #113

Leah (AIX #110)- I hope we can hang out and become closer. I love you. Love your Little, Kelly (AIX) #136

Steph (AIX) #110- Your mom called and said something about psych!! Whoa ya, Mel #115

Deanna (SDT)- I love you for always cheering me up BIRDIE!! Love ya, Melissa #115

Delta Kappa Psi- Thursday was awesome! You’re really great at suck and blow- NOT!! Love, Sigma

Lisa (Pi Sigma Pledge)- I’m really glad you’re my Little. Good luck pledging, I’m always here for you. Welcome to the family. Love, Your Big

Stefy (Tri Sigma)- You’re the best Big and I love you! Love,
Field hockey defeats William Paterson 4-3, snaps nine game losing streak

by Keith A. Idee

The MSC field hockey team ended its nine game losing streak by defeating William Paterson 4-3, at Sprague Field in Upper Montclair.

Captain Marianne Dava's crossing pass to Jen Tracey led to Tracey's game winning goal with 1:14 left in the game. The goal was Tracey's second of the contest. Dava and Nicole Damina also scored goals for the Red Hawks.

The victory improved MSC's record to 1-9-1 (5-5 NJAC).

Earlier in the week, the Red Hawks dropped two non-conference games on the road against top Division III opponents. The Red Hawks were defeated 9-0 by Cortland State on Saturday, Oct. 10 in Cortland, N.Y. The lone highlight of MSC's effort was the goalkeeping of Lori Ostrowski, who stopped 27 shots on goal.

Prior to the Cortland loss, the Red Hawks were handed an 8-0 loss by Lock Haven University. The Red Hawks came into the Lock Haven game with confidence stemming from their previous game. Although they were defeated 1-0, the Red Hawks played a tough Rowan College team to a 0-0 tie until the waning moments of the NJAC battle that took place on Tuesday, Oct. 6. Although their record doesn't show it, the MSC field hockey team has really made strides this season. The team came into September both undermanned and inexperienced. The fact that they've been able to win two games is an accomplishment in itself.

The Red Hawks will play three times this week including two conference matchups. Competition begins with a non-conference game with FDU Madison on Sprague Field tonight at 8 p.m. MSC then takes on NJAC foes Kean on Saturday, Oct. 17 at 1 p.m. in Union and Trenton State on Tuesday, Oct. 20 in Ewing Township.

After this week's action, the Red Hawks have two more games on the slate before ending the season. The two games include a road game with Manhattanville on Thursday, Oct. 22, and a home game against East Stroudsburg on Saturday, Oct. 24 at 1 p.m.

Volleyball still searching for winning ingredients

by Nicole Festa

The MSC volleyball team continued its rough stretch after they lost to Kean in the Hunter College Invitational Volleyball Tournament on Saturday. After losing the first match 15-6, the Red Hawks tried to rebound in the second. Although forcing Kean to score two extra points, the Red Hawks failed to capitalize on it. As a result, they dropped the second match by the close margin of 17-15. Thus, the Red Hawks were eliminated from this best of three tournament.

MSC also dropped matches to Hunter College (1-15, 10-15) and Scranton University (9-15, 15-7, 15-15) in previous tournament matches. The three tournament losses dropped the Red Hawks' record to 2-15 (0-3 NJAC).

In action prior to the tournament, MSC dropped a conference game to Stockton State 3-1, on Tuesday, Oct. 6.

With only five games remaining, one can only hope for a win against any of the five scheduled opponents. This was not exactly the type of optimistic view the volleyball team wanted in the beginning of the season, but it also has not exactly been the type of season they wanted either. Instead, it has been a season filled with many frustrating losses, and unfulfilled expectations. However, this is not the time to throw in the towel completely. The Red Hawks still have two important conference games this week against Delaware Valley on Saturday, Oct. 17at 1 p.m., in Panzer Gym. The Red Hawks then hit the road to take on conference rival Ramapo College on Tuesday, Oct. 20 in Mahwah. A win is desperately needed by the volleyball team, and hopefully they can achieve this long awaited goal this week. We'll keep our fingers crossed!!

N.F.L. Picks: Week 7

George Calle, Managing Editor:

2. L.A. Raiders -7 over x-Seattle. The Seahawks suck.
4. Atlanta +1 1/2 over x-San Francisco. The 49ers suck.
5. San Diego +2 over x-Indianapolis. The Colts suck.

Keith A. Idee, Sports Editor:

1. L.A. Rams +2 over x-N.Y. Giants. Although they aren't abundant in the talent department, the Rams have managed to hang around in most of their games.
2. Kansas City +4 over x-Dallas. Take the points in what should be a tight game.
3. Houston -1 over x-Denver. The Broncos once again showed that they are not as good as their record (4-2) on Monday night in Washington.
4. x-Chicago -3 over Tampa Bay. The Bears cannot afford to fall any farther behind Minnesota.
5. Miami -18 1/2 over New England. Marino and Co. could make this one ugly by halftime.

Kevin Schwoebel, Prophet Bigg:

4. x-Chicago -5 over Tampa Bay. Ditka. Period.

Bob Winterrun, Managing Editor of the Anarchist Syndicate:

1. x-Denver -4 over Kansas City. x-Denver is the Super Bowl champs for a reason.
2. x-Miami -14 1/2 over New England. The Patriots are a fraud.
3. x-Dallas -11 over Kansas City. x-Dallas is the best team in the NFC.
4. x-Chicago -6 over x-Atlanta. I'm not sure about this.
5. x-Miami -4 over New Orleans. The Saints are too old to last long.
6. Kansas City +3 over x-Denver. The Broncos are too good.
7. x-Chicago -7 over Dallas. The Bears are too good.

x-denotes home team
It all started 20 years ago with a unanimous resolution by the Student Government Association and a petition signed by 3200 students.

Ever since then the Drop-In Center has strived to maintain the standard of excellence by which other similar centers would be judge. Every semester a handful of new trainees go through extensive training in crisis intervention, peer counseling, suicide intervention, and other skills. All the training is conducted by professionals in the counseling field who are hired or volunteer as consultants.

Despite the staff’s crisis intervention skills the Drop-In Center offers quite a bit more counseling.

Transportation: Not only do we provide all sorts of bus and train schedules but our transportation expertise goes far beyond that. We will get you where you need to go, and if that means making calls all over the country and spending time hunched over a map with you...no problem.

Information: All of our literature is free for taking. Whether you are writing a report, doing research, or need info. for personal reasons, it is strictly confidential. In bulk we have info on over 200 topics from addiction to zoos. Also we have filing cabinets full of info. from abortion to yoga and everything between. Copies of all our one-of-a-kind info. are available to you FREE OF CHARGE.

Referrals: Our computer database has many different topics from Doctors to Hotlines and our largest file has 400 entries. All our referrals are sorted by fee, location, services offered and in most cases we list a contact person who we have been in touch with personally. We can guarantee we have a referral for you and are always open to your feedback.

A NOTE TO THE CAMPUS:
Due to a small staff we have not been able to maintain 24hr. coverage this semester. We apologize for any inconvenience this may have caused.

The Drop-In Center
Not just for problems!
893-5271
call or drop in anytime
Jets crash in the Land of Losers

Three years ago New York Jet fans were chanting "Joe must go" in hopes that the new head coach Joe Walton would fire the Jets could become contenders.

Well, Joe has been gone for nearly three seasons and it doesn't look as if anything has changed.

After making strides in 1990 and playing .500 football as well as making the playoffs in 1991, the Jets have seemed to take steps backward in 1992.

The Jets had every body sold on the concept that they would be winners in '92. They started off fine, finishing the pre-season 5-0. Then they came crashing back to reality.

Losing 17-10 to Atlanta in Week 1 was unexpected, but acceptable. Then things just kept getting worse.

Pittsburgh's Barry Foster looked like Barry Sanders as the Steelers made the Jets look silly in Week 2. San Francisco made them look even worse in Week 3.

Going into Week 4, the feeling was that the Jets would win one because they were playing the troubled Los Angeles Rams. Think again. Not only did the Jets lose, but they only managed 10 points against a hurting Ram defense.

Then came New England in Week 5. Someone up there lined the Jets when the schedule was made or they could be sitting at 0-6 right now. The Patriots have proved week in and week out that they are currently the worst team in the NFL. Still, the Jets managed to allow New England to score 21 points. Nonetheless, the Jets won their first game of the season.

After getting the win, key off their back, it looked as if the Jets could put at least a two-game winning streak together. The opponent for Week 6 was the improved, but still less than formidable Indianapolis Colts. Yet, the Jets still managed to blow another one.

The problem seems to be the offense. Due to it's ineffectiveness on Sunday, the Jet defense was forced to be on the field for 2/3 of the game. That's 40 minutes of actual playing time. How long do you think a defense can hold even just an average NFL offense? Judging from Sunday's game, up until about the first drive in overtime.

Overall, the defense did a great job, limiting the Colts to only six points. What's even more impressive, is that the Colts were inside the Jets' 25 yard line seven times, and could only manage two field goals on the Jet defense.

However, watching the Jets' offense was like watching a semi-nar on what not to do.

When the Jets had an opportunity to go for the win late in the fourth quarter, Bruce Coslet seemed satisfied to just kick a field goal and go into overtime. Hey, Bruce, live a little. Take at least one shot at the end zone before settling for the tie.

Again, third-year running back Blair Thomas was ineffective. When General Manager Dick Steinbergh selected Thomas with the second overall pick in the 1990 draft, the Jets thought they were getting the best player available. What they've gotten thus far is a player with potential who has become indecisive and prone to fumbles. The Jury is still out on Thomas as he's got plenty of talent and physical tools that make up a good quarterback and he's going to take his lumps while learning the finer points of the game. The finer things include reading defenses, calling audibles at the proper times, and getting rid of the ball instead of taking a sack. Those things are all part of the learning process and they take time to understand.

In all fairness, the Jets have been hit hard by injuries. Defensive end Jeff Thomas because he's got plenty of talent, and are currently one of the NFL's best players with the void left at forward by Terry Mills. Reed has picked up three players to fill three backup positions in the last two weeks. For Ward Jayson Williams and center Dwayne Schintzius were both first round draft picks in 1990 and have yet to be a legitimate opportunity to show off their talents. Forward Chuck Brown has been productive during stints with Cleveland and the Lakers and should see consistent minutes as the backcourt smalls forward.

Three solid players instead of one or less money sounds like a hell of a deal, doesn't it? ...I think it's safe to say that Barry Bonds can perform in the clutch after his recent surge....Has anyone heard anything about how Mike Tyson's doing lately? (Yep, I think so). Calling the shots...The Red Hawks are looking to get back to their elite status that they once held.

If the Red Hawks can pull this one out, their NJAC mark will improve to 3-0. They can't afford to lose again or the playoffs could be out the question. After last year's disappointment...The Red Hawks will give them time to heal some injuries. Reed Hawks are looking to get back to the elite status that they once held. However, it could be a tough one to get past a team that's experienced freshman quarterback running the show for the rest of the season.

MSC Homecoming '92

MSC vs. William Paterson College

(New Jersey Athletic Conference Game)

Sprague Field, 7 p.m.

-Homecoming King and Queen will be named.

-Fraternities' and sororities' floats will be judged.

-Skits will be performed by students.

Tickets: Adults: $8.00

Children, senior citizens, and visitors: $4.00

Students admitted free.
MSC defense stifles Kean 27-7, for second straight win

Quarterback Banas is lost for season with career threatening knee injury

by Michael Frasco

MSC won for the second consecutive game Saturday when it defeated Kean College 16-3 in a New Jersey Athletic Conference game played before 2,124 fans at Zweigelder Field in Union. Behind the strength of its defense, which limited Kean to just 100 yards on the ground, the second quarter, while throwing for a 20-yard gain to Tremaine Winfield. His right knee was hit by the helmet of nose guard Colby Winfield. Banas, who had started 24 consecutive games, was taken to St. Joseph’s Hospital and Medical Center in Paterson. It was later revealed that he tore three ligaments, and consequently would have to undergo season-ending knee surgery at the end of this week.

Darrin Volker, a freshman from Seton Hall Prep took the controls, with MSC leading by 7-3 at halftime.

With just a slight lead and Banas gone, MSC needed a big play to all-time rushing mark with a 151-yard effort against Kean, which added to his record by gaining 220 yards on 31 carries. For his efforts he was named to the Metro Honor Roll.

The Montville product carried seven consecutive times for 66 yards to the Kean 16 yard line. Volker then scrambled nine yards to the nine, capped by a Rubinstein 25- yard field goal to push MSC’s lead to 16-3 with 3:44 left.

Before the Walker score, Kean’s only points came on a 24-yard field goal by Wieboldt with 14:50 left in the second, which made the score 3-0.

MSC first scored on a Walker run of 25 yards, which was set up by a half-yard to the Kean 1-yard pass play. This capped a two play, 37-yard drive in the first quarter, to give the Red Hawks a 7-0 lead with 9:20 left.

Red Hawk Notes... Banas’ injury is the same as the one suffered by his predecessor, Ed Baffige, against Union in the 1999 NCAA Division III playoff that ended his career. Larry Thompson increased his team-leading tackles to 30, with 12 in the Kean victory. Thompson also forced a fumble and deflected a pass on the way to earning hon¬or, as the NJAC De¬fensive Player of the Week... The MSC de¬fense gave up just 1 point in two losses, but has al¬lowed only 10 points in its current two-game winning streak.

by Karen Plumstead

The MSC Women’s Tennis team scored 20 points to put them in sixth place in the NJAC in the Oct. 2-3 tournament. The team of the tournament for MSC was Jen Dubrowski, who played hard and advanced to the final. Dubrowski was defeated by Koy Jones of Trenton State. Although Dubrowski was eliminated, her finish was good for top-12 in MSC’s six-year women’s tennis history.

Dubrowski’s seven game winning streak in the NJAC was broken by this loss. She was named to the NJAC honor roll, though, for her play. Alison Vort and Traci Symanski also played well in the tournament. Vort energized the court with her third place win in the singles division.

On Oct. 6, the MSC women were defeated 9-0 on the road against Kean University. Head coach Ed Baffige, who has played for a high school record, said, “Kuttrow is top notch in tennis, so we expected the loss.” The coach felt the girls played well considering the competition they were up against.

Disaster struck the MSC women on Oct. 7, while hosting Ramapo. Ramapo jumped on MSC 5-2. McLaughlin stated, “The Ramapo match signified the worst effort in my MSC coaching career.” The only highlight was Katherine Guiver, who played first single. She defeated her opponent 4-6, 6-2, 7-6. McLaughlin says, “Guiveron is a true competitor, a true athlete. She gives 100% ev¬ery match.”

On Oct. 10, the MSC girls re¬quested themselves with a 5-4 vic¬tory over Rowan College. McLaughlin said, “The team wanted to win this one. Their team was focused on tennis.” Vort was determined to take the win home for MSC. She defeated her oppo¬nent in straight sets. The real stars of the match, though, were Tara Spor (4th singles) and Bibila Fetadza. They both came back after losing their first sets to clinch the victory. The MSC women since then have scored two and assisted an¬other last week in two shutouts, gives much of the credit to his teammates. “We have a healthy set of teammates. We really tightened up. Mark (Williams) has been focused in the net,” said Bucci. MSC (9-3) has not allowed a goal in seven halves over 15 games.

On Friday, the Red Hawks play inter-conference rival and highly touted Trenton State College. MSC is half way to the long winning streak of 12 victories in a row set by the then Montclair State Indians of 1968. Kick off Home¬coming Weekend and catch the streaking men’s soccer team, at Sprague Field, 8 p.m.